
Making your vision a reality



who we are

We at Dr.Sofa pride ourselves in the ability to 
understand, execute and bring our clients vision to life. 

Our staff boasts a wide range of knowledge in custom design, 
engineering and style, all of which are the key ingredients in 

putting together the intricate, colorful and detailed pieces 
that our clientele is looking for. 

These attributes, along with our level of professionalism, 
quality and personal touch guarantee the completion of 

each individual project with the highest level of excellence. 

www.drsofa.com 
1-888-8DRSOFA (377-632)
148 71st St, Guttenberg, NJ



The Maze
LOCATION:

1875 K St. D.C

The Maze gives you the freedom to design 
an elegant and comfortable sectional 
according to your individual size and needs. 
Its pulled upholstery along with firm inserts 
allow a more sleek look. 



The Zula
location: 

109 S 5th

This tile-like look allows for a more relaxed 
and casual atmosphere. The softer cushions, 
lower seating and interchangeable size & 
fabric provides a array of design capabilities.
For Outdoor or Indoor use.



The Stretch

This sofa, suited to its name, allows you to stretch out 
and relax on its wide, deep & low seats.



Siesta

The soft upholstery with the deep seat of this sofa is the 
perfect place to take a nap or a... Siesta



The Sleigh

The Sleigh shaped arms are the key 
factor in this elegant sofa design.  
Thick, soft cushions complete this 
design to perfection.



The Baldwin

The Baldwin banquette, with its piano keys look-alike 
back promote poise with its firm seat  and a splash of 
whimsical design.



The Isle
LOCATION: 

Astoria/Queens

A perfect piece for the center of a 
room, lobby or recreation area. Our 
custom stitching options can turn 
this simple design into a beautiful 
masterpiece of comfort. 



Tubo Ottoman
location: 

110 Wall St.

The Tubo is an ottoman that ads 
a flash of modern design with the 
simplicity of a tall oval shape. 



The Level
location: 

18th St. HQ

A clean and straightforward bench 
with a wooden base. The arms-less 
loose cushions allow for freedom of 
firmness and dimension.



Cubo Ottoman

The Cubo ottoman has tapered 
lines and knife edge details which 
enhance its seamless wrapped 
fabric effect. This design creates an 
edgy sharp look with the comfort of 
a classic ottoman. 



Boulder Single

The Boulder Single is the start line of 
the Boulder Sectional. This design was  
built on wheels to provide the ease of 
moving a sectional from one location 
to the next according to your needs. 



The Xavier

Sublime lines, detailed custom 
stitching and structure give this 
piece a more contemporary feel.  



Mello

You can always find that comfy position 
in this Mello Pouf.  The 3 point angle ads 
a fun twist of design to the classic pouf 
along with support to anyone with back 
trouble or sensory issues. 



The Plank
location:
33 Irving

The modern Plank piece fits nicely in small 
offices or lounge areas.
The sleek, fitted upholstery design together 
with the steel base creates a clean look. 



Zula Chic
location: 
240 Bedford/ Outdoors

A thick rounded welting to each individual 
cushion and the raised water-resistant 
platform base gives an added Chic design to 
the classic Zula piece. 
Available for outdoor and indoor use.



The HoneyComb

The HoneyComb doubles as a ottoman for 
sectionals or sofas, yet the rectangular shape 
can also be used as a bench. A blackened 
steel frame and tufted top are an added 
bonus to the  practical piece. 



The Scallop

The scalloped back wing chair 
has a firm yet soft detailed 
back and seat. 



The Louis

This vintage armchair brings 
simplicity with a hint of style 
to any workspace or home.



Gemini

Back to back style and poise is 
instilled in this tufted masterpiece. 
It’s wide arms and double tufted 
backs brings a whole new meaning 
to design. 



The Cubo Tall 

The Cubo Tall is a detailed version 
of the Cubo ottoman, bringing 
added height and seams to the 
original design. 



The Harp
location:

1460 Broadway/Outdoors

A unique outdoor sofa with a custom 
colored Aluminum frame and Paracord 
detailing on arms the and back. 



The Taurus
location:
Adidas/LA

The Taurus is a channeled sectional built to 
your specifications. Medium density foam 
gives a sturdy seat made for frequent traffic. 



Rummi

Our clean cut, square ottoman 
rests on custom steel legs to 
provide durability and stability.



The Bell

The Bell’s curved back gives you support &  
comfort while not occupying too much space. 



Tetris
location:
85 Broad

The sleek, armless Tetris sectional can be modified 
to your specifications of height, length and width 
of each individual section. The perfect piece for a 
lobby or recreation area. 



Boulder Sleek
location:
36th St.

The Boulder Sectional is a beautiful 
masterpiece with a down feather fill that 
creates a luxurious lounge space or living 
room. 



Boulder Cloud

An additional layer of down fill together with 
a relaxed fabric application creates a more 
cloud like feel to this Boulder sectional.



The MaZa
location:

San FranCisco

The MaZa provides you with an abundance 
of configuration options, while promoting a 
relaxing floor experience.
The “Z” shape design adds a sharper edge to 
the basic tile-like cushion.



The Hampton

A simple yet elegant wooden base provides 
an edgy feel to this beach like look.
The perfect piece for an outdoor patio,  
lounge or smaller spaces.



Zula Single

This single tile Zula piece can be designed to 
your specifications, of width, depth and height 
to fit your location & needs. Put it with as many 
pieces to create a hang-out feel. 



Cupola Ottoman

This unique, dome shaped ottoman 
along with its leather straps gives a hint 
of modern and sophisticated design.  



Cupola Floor

The floor pillow version of the 
“Cupola” Ottoman gives you the 
same modern design but with extra 
floor sitting comfort. 



Piazza Floor

The perfect leather strips and  raw 
edges add a touch of  country to this 
modern, square shaped floor pillow.



The Retro

A vintage inspired sofa with loop shaped legs, 
wooden platform and a center table with a 
spot for magazines, it is the perfect piece 
for a waiting area, lounge room or office. 



Contact Info

www.drsofa.com 

1-888-8DRSOFA (377-632)
148 71st St, Guttenberg, NJ


